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Complex structures are all constructed over a pattern which differs from

the simple basic one in number of variables and/or their stratification.

Non-tautological recombination is an operation carried out with two stage

strings and causes a change in the pattern of the sentence in relation to the

number of variables and/or their stratification.

In this point we want distinguish between recombinated structures and

tautological recombinated structures which are generated by tautological rules.

This type of rules have been explained in page 119. Obviously, tautological

recombination do not produce any new pattern. Because of this, when talking

about recombiantion we mean non-tautological recombination.

Obviously, from the affirmations we have just asserted the following hy-

pothesis is followed:

Axiomatic structures + recombination = complex structures

By means of the recombination methods, complex syntactic structures must

be necessarily obtained. However, it was not clear which part of the domain

of the language produces the recombination.

After testing different methods, the answer is amazing and it indicates va-

lidity of the molecular overview to the study of syntax. It seems that molecular

methods are capable of producing all the complex structures of a language:

Axiomatic structures + recombination = domain of complex structures

Taking this into account, one can try a redefinition of complex syntactic

structures like those generated by means of recombination processes.

Reorganization of the syntactic complexity domain

Once an identification between complexity and recombination has been

carried out, the convinience to establish a relation between domain of each

method's generation and the syntactic field included is followed immediately.
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Comparison, in this case, induces to make a restructuring of all the non-

axiomatic constructions of the language depending on the methods that can

produce them. The result is the following:

« spliced structures:

— connected structures,

* structures with multiple subject / object,

— bound structures,

« relative structures,

« completive structures,

Figure 14.1 gives an idea of this correspondence.

Cooperation of systems

Taking into account everything affirmed up to now, we have only achieved

the generation of structures which can be called monocombined, it is to say,

obtained by means of only one system. In order to be able to really cover

the whole potential of linguistic creative power, with the crossings done con-

tinuously, we have constructed systems that allow the cooperation of different

systems to produce complex structures that will be called multicombined, it is

to say, obtained by means of two or more recombination methods. The coop-

eration among these processes (see figure 14.2) is complete, as it is shown in

chapter 13.
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STRUCTURES OF LINGUISTIC RECOMBINATION

SPLICED ESTRUCTURES
~ • - - ? ^

CONNECTION BINDING

RELATIVE S.

SPLI CIMG

REPLICA

MULTIPLE S/O

CONTROLLER

SPLICING

ION

STICKER L

COMPLETIVE S.

MIXED L.

Figure 14.1: Relationship among methods and recombination structures
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r-
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SPLICING

STRICT SPLICING

REPLICATION

CONTROLLED SPLICING

STICKER LINKS

i

1

MIXED LINKS

Figure 14.2: Relationship among recombination systems
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Part IV

Molecular computing methods

for syntax.

II. Mutations
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As we have seen in chapter 2, mutations that, due to different causes,

take place in a DNA molecule, are the biological basis of evolutionary systems.

Those concepts related to this genetic field have been widely explained in 2.4.5.

The essential difference between recombination systems and evolutionary

ones is that the first ones need at least two strings, whereas the second ones

need one and only one. Such divergence comes from the genetic level, and it

means that mutations cause evolution, whereas recombination perpetuates it.

It is advisable to remember that the first ones are produced because of a wrong

reading or external facts in only one DNA sequence, whereas the second one

takes elements from two homologous fragments in order to construct a new

one where hazard plays an important role in the conservation of changes that

have taken place in each one of them.

On the other hand, the distinction entails a hard syntactic consequence:

while recombination causes the growth of a sequence, mutations are the source

of pattern variation.

It is pointed out in chapter 2 the existence of three types of mutations:

• Point mutations (substitutions):

— transition,

— trans version.

« Rearrangements:

— insertion,

— deletion.

« Sequential mutations:

— nonreplicative transposition,
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- replicative transposition.

Rearrangements - deletion and insertion - have been widely and tradition-

ally studied because they are of great interest in formal languages. However,

point mutations have not been considered in computer science due to its limited

generative power.

Sequential mutations give rise to the formalization of five operations in

computating science: deletion, inversion, transposition, duplication and strict

duplication which shape the base of evolutionary grammars. Theoretical for-

malization of these operations is found in (Dassow & Mitrana, 1997) and (Das-

sow & Pâun, 1998). Among them, only duplication and strict duplication make

a string grow, something that limits the computational power of evolutionary

systems. The specific nature that these operations will adopt in linguistic sys-

tems, as we will see later, will cause the reduction of their generative power so

as to reserve them, practically, the place of transformational rules.

From all the mutations to which we have referred, we will only pay atten-

tion to three of them: substitution, conservative transposition and replicative

transposition.

In chapter 15 we will make a little reflection on substitutions which, on the

one hand, can help to establish a classification of grammatical syntagmatic

categories, and on the other hand can help to consolidate the concept of pattern

domain.

In chapter 16 we will study transposition and duplication in order to carry

out a possible application of syntactic phenomena that affect the internal struc-

ture of a ULPS.
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Chapter 15

Point mutations

Point mutations (which are denoted by /C) have linguistic interest due to two

essential reasons:

1. They help to carry out a functional classification of grammatical ele-

ments, in such case of foci or phrases. In this way, a genetic fact can

serve as a stage to construct syntagmatic gatherings which help to the

implementation of molecular syntactic systems.

2. They allow to supply, by means of only two types of operations, the

whole domain of a pattern, this is to say, they produce all the possible

sentences referring to this pattern.

Point mutations (see 2.4.5) entail the change of a focus into another whithin

the same ULPS. These changes may affect the polar structure or the relations

among the elements that make up the string. Thus, the use of two different

perspectives -horizontal and vertical- is imposed in our analysis.

377
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Vertical point of view: polar coherence

If a mutation does not alter the polar coherence, it is called polar transition,

and the affected foci are called polar transitional mutants.

If the change decompose the polar coherence it is called polar transversion,

and the affected foci are called polar transvertidor mutants.

Mutants, which are transitional among them, form what we call classes of

polar transition, and those, which are transvertidor among them, form what

we call classes of polar transversion.

Horizontal point of view: focal relations

Mutations that do not cause disarrangements among different foci of a

string are called focal transition and the mutant ones are called focal transi-

tional. Mutations that cause disarrangements among different foci of a string

are called focal transversion and the mutant ones are called focal transvertidor.

Therefore, the distribution of phenomena is the following:

• Polar transition

- Focal transition

— Focal transversion

« Polar transversion

Thus, focal transversion and transition only make sense within a group of

mutations which are integrated in the polar transition.
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15.1 Polar transition

A polar transition (K,T) is defined as:

Kr(uu') iff u 6 S -> u' 6 S

u e V -)• u' e V

M e e> -» w' e o
u 6 X -> u' 6 T

According to this description, we may call polar transition to every substi-

tution of a focus for another one whose result is a coherent pole.

We affirm that /C(<S),/C(V),/C((9),/C(Z"), are classes of polar transition. It

is to say, when a focus s changes into s' in S we are in front of a transitional

mutation. The same thing happens when a change of v into v' in V, of o into

o' in O and of s into o (or o into s) in X is carried out.

15.2 Polar trans version

A polar transversion (K.v] is defined as:

£„(««') iff u£S-+u'£S

u e V -> w' g V

u e o -». M' g e>
tí € J -» M' g Z

According to this definition, we must consider as a transversion any sub-

stitution of a focus for another one whose result is an incoherent pole.

Hence, if JC(v) = u ^ V, then the mutation is transvertidor K.v. However,

not always that JC(s) = u $ S, 1C(o) = u $. O we can talk about a transver-

sion because S n O ̂  0. In order to formulate transversion categories with

substitutions s —>• o/o —> s, it is needed to delete, then, common elements of

S and V, it is to say, X. These are the classes of polar transversion:
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1. /C(V,S)

2. 1C(V, 0}

3. /C(V,J)

4

5.

15.3 Focal transition

We have defined in 15.1 JC(S], /C(V), /C(O), /C(J) as classes of polar transition

in themselves, but in spite of taht, it seems that a substitution among foci

that belong to each one of these domains can not always be carried out. Such

difficulties may be due to two factors:

« Parameters P, N, G, T.

« The internal structure of phrases.

15.3.1 Parameters P, N, G, T

Dealing with variability parameters P N that relate phrases of S and V, we

set off from the base that every u is capable of being marked by any of the

values that correspond to their domain depending on the context. Then, when

transition is carried out, it is necessary to choose PN from the new focus

according to those of the element that must be replaced. Therefore, it is not

requested the readjustment of strings referring to relations sv.

It is neither necessary any subsequent readjustment to transition for vari-

ables Gin s nor for T in v , whose values are adjusted to the values of foci that

they replace.
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15.3.2 Internal structure of phrases: subclasses of focal
transition

The change of u into u' within the domain of the same variable frequently has

as the result a coherent pole but an incorrect string. This fact shows that it is

not enough to consider K(S), fc(V) and K(O} as classes of transition, and also

that the internal structure of foci-phrases generates the necessity of carrying

out divisions.

Therefore, we are about to introduce the horizontal criterion of preservation

of the relation among different foci of a string that will allow us to construct

subclasses of focal transition.

In order to choose the criterion that must help to define these subclasses, we

refer to the main causer of disfunctions in the relations among foci of resultant

strings throughout the whole thesis: the disparity of level I between two foci

v and o. Thus, it seems that level is a determinant factor in focal relations.

Prom this point of view, subdivisions that can be established in K,(O) seem

obvious. Only those foci with the same level are capable of transition. That is

why we will create four subclasses K(O): K(Oq), K(Or), JC(Ot), K(OL). A

focus can belong to more than one subclass if |~-£(p)| > 1.

Following the same criterion, it is proper to differentiate among subclasses

within /C(V). They are: K(Vq), JC(Vr), K(Vt), £(V0). A focus can belong

to more than one subclass if its valency is bigger than 1.

Even though it is easy to find a source of focal discordance between v and

o, it is not so easy to find it among elements that belong to S, because we have

just explained that mechanisms of agreement adjustment are automatic and

immediate within a string as we have noticed throughout previous chapters.

We believe that making subgroups may help to subsequent studies, above

all, if an implementation of molecular syntax methods wan to be carried out.

Division of /C(«S) will be done by means of the distinction superdeterminer/
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determiner / nondeterminer that produce the groups K(S — sd), )C(S — d),

]C(S — ud).

K.(S — sd) integrates all phrases in S that begin with the grammatical

category "Determiner" when this is the one called "definite article".

1C(S — d) integrates all phrases in S that begin with the grammatical cat-

egory "Determiner" when this is not the one called "definite article".

K,(S—ud] include all those foci in s that do not begin with the grammatical

category "Determiner".

K,(S — sd), K,(S — d) i JC(S — ud} are exclusive: a focus cannot belong to

more than one subclasse.

15.4 Focal transversion

Let's remember that we are within the polar transition, thus if a mutation

breaks the polar coherence, then the string becomes blocked.

We will not make transversion groups within /C(«S) although it is obvious

that JC(S — sd), K(S — d), K,(S — ud) are subclasses of focal transition, and

taht under many kinds of operations they are subclasses of focal transversion.

But since this fact does not always happen , we will not catalogue them as

such and we will not establish rules either.

In the other classes of polar transition, subclasses of focal transversion seem

obvious:

1. within /C(V): JC(Vq,Vr), K(Vq,Vt), £(Vc,V0), /C(Vr,Vi), /C(Vr,Vo),

/C(Vi,V0);

2. within JC(O): lC(Oq, Or), JC(Oq, Ot), JC(Oq, OL), JC(Or, Ot), )C(Or, OL),

K,(Ot,OL);

3. within £(I): JC(Iq,IL).
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15.5 Formulation of substitution rules

Once the previous description has been made, the formulation of fules of tran-

sition and transversion is very simple:

Polar transition rules:

2. /C(o-»o')|o,o'6/C(e>)

3. JC(v-+v'}\v,v'

4. JC(o -* s'}\o, s'

5. /C(s-^o')|s,o'

Polar transversion rules:

1. K(v^s'}\v£V,s' e S

2. K(s->v')\s£S,v' 6 V

3. )C(v^o')\v€V,o' e O

4. K(o^v'}\o£O,v' 6 V

5. V

6. /C(o -V s)|o ^ X V s' ^ X V o, s <£ X

Focal transition rules:

2. JCT(s -> s'}\s, s' 6 JC(S - ud)
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X e /C(Vr)

3. JCr(s

4. 1CT(v

5. /CT(v

6.

7. KT(v

8. K,T(o

9. /CT(o

10. Mo

11. JCr(o

12. X:T(s

13. X:T(s

14. 1Cr(8

15.

16. 1CT(o

Focal trans version rules:

3. JCv(o-

4. JCv(o -»• (/)|o
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5. JCv(v -* v')\v e JC(Vq), v' (¡È /C(Vç)

6. JCv(v -» O|u e /C(Vr)jv' £ /C(Vr)

7. /^(ü -> v')|v e £(Ví), v' ^ /C(Ví)

8. /:„(«-»• v')|u € /C(V0), v' £ /C(V0)

15.6 Analysis of rules results

15.6.1 Polar transition and trans version

The nature of polar substitutions makes them almost null to be applied to

a ULPS. They do not produce incorrect strings but, even worse, they are

unpredictable.

Transitions

2. /C(o-»c/)|0,o'

3. JC(v-+vt)\v,v>

4. K(o -ï s'}\o, s' (= !C(X)

5. K,(s-*cf)\s,cf

are not safe, and although they keep the poles structure, they can destroy

internal relations in the string.

Transversions

1. K,v(o -*• O

2. K,v(v -> of)
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3. K,v(s -» v'}

4. £„(« -* s')

5. £w(s -» o'}s i £(20 V o' i £(20

6. /Cw(o -» s')o Í £(Z) V s' £ £(20

are harmful to a ULPS. They cannot either be reverted, seeing that if we

formulate some rules such as:

1. K.v(o-*-o') <->

2. £„(<!; -> of) ^

3. Kv(

4. ^(v -> s')

5. K,v(s -> o')|s

6. £,,(0

£(20

v(o-+ v')

:,,(U -> s')

v(a -> v')

V o' ^ £(20

v

^o' -)• s"}\o' i /C(I) V a"

the lack of precision of the first replacement invalidates the second one, which

places the final result within the same non-strict classe, but not necessarily

within the subclasse to which it belongs. Therefore, transverting and reverting

are, in this case, like playing the roulette game.

Considering the nature of the operations we have just mentioned, it is obvi-

ous that our analysis must be centred on the phenomena that the application

of focal transition and transversion rules cause in a string.
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15.6.2 Focal transition and transversion

Before studying the incidence that these mutations may have in a ULPS, it is

advisable to clarify what the domain of a pattern is.

15.6.2.1 Pattern domain

The domain of a pattern a that we denote by A is defined as all the correct

strings that can be generated from it by combining the elements of the domain

of each one of its variables by using up all the possible diverse focal relations

svo. Pattern domain does not include, by definition, agreement variations.

AT is the domain of a pattern within some determined focal relations vo.

A» is what we call scheme of a pattern's domain, it is to say, all variations

among possible focal relations in it. This scheme is very simple in a string svo

but it can become very complex when working with compound structures.

15.6.2.2 Focal transition domain

The domain of focal transitions in a specific ULPS is equivalent to the domain

AT of a pattern.

AS is the set of all focal transitions that can be carried out in the domain

of the variable S in AT- \AS is the number of transitions in As.

Au is the set of all focal transitions that can be carried out in the domain

of the variable V in AT-. \Au is the number of transitions in Au

AO is the set of all focal transitions that can be carried out in the domain

of the variable O in AT. \A0 is the number of transitions in A0

Hence, given a basic ULPS, if we consider that:

\AS\ = n

\Au\ = m

AO\ = Í
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then Ar = snvmoi.

This is a theoretical concept which helps to clarify the notion of pattern

domain. In fact, frequently:

1-4*1 = oc
\A0\ = oc

And, as a result, AT is not a calculable concept numerically. For AT =

s^v^o*, one can cover up the domain of the pattern without any change of

focal relations by applying n times K,T(s — » s'}\s, s' £ K.(S — d), mn times

JCT(v ->• v'}\v,v' € JC(Vq), mni times 1Cr(o -» o')|o, o' e K,(Oq).

Example 119 We apply different transpositions to a basic string:

Stage/Resultant Operation

s-2pV2p,q°q

o" „ nS2pv2p,q°q

1Cr(s -> s") 6 JC(S - d) ->

/CT(u -> v')|v 6 /C(Vc),t;' 6 /C(Vg)

K:T(O -> o')|o € JC(Oq), of

Strings obtained in 119, just as those formed by means of this method, are

correct if the focal subclasses have been correctly done.

15.6.3 Focal transversion domain

The aleatory reiterated application of transversions within the poles of a ULPS

has unpredictable results and, therefore, there is no sense in using it. However,

making a controlled use of them is useful so as to draw Av.
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In order to obtain Av, we formulate a composite transversion r=r\, r?, so

that:

r :

v'}

of)

where n corresponds to transversion rules 11-14, and r2 with rules 7-10.

If in a basic well-built string, r is applied up to finish I, then what we call

pattern domain scheme is achieved.

It is also possible to construct r with r[, r'2, so that:

r :

r' =

r' —~2 —

K.v(o -> o') I ¿(o) ^ Z(o')

When transversion v —>• VQ takes place, then o —» o¿ and inversely.

For instance, for a basic well-built string svQog, the scheme of the pattern

scheme can be obtained in the following way:

Resultant Intermediate Operation

SVgOg

svtot

SVTOr

SVQ0L

SVtOg

*s'vrot

SVQOr

r r i JCv(v->v')\v€]C(Vq),vleJC(Vt)->

r2 Kv(o -> o')\o 6 ÍC(Oq), o' 6 'JC(Ot) ->

r' n Kv(v' ->- v")\v' e K(Vt), v" € JC(Vr) -*

r2 JCv(of -> o")\o' 6 K(Ot), o" 6 ÎC(Or) ->

r" n X:w(v" -> v'") |w" 6 /C(Vr), u"' 6 /C(V0) -)•

o"') |o' € /C(0r), o
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15.6.4 Focal (transitions + transversions) domain

Applying all the possible composite transvrsions in a pattern structure Av

is obtained. Carrying out all possible transitions AT each time a composite

transversion is applied, then a system capable to generate the whole domain

of a pattern is obtained.

Let's try to apply different substitutions in a basic string:

Resultant Intermediate Operation

v'}\v,v' <=1C(Vq)

/CT(o-W)|o,o'e/C(0c)

r : n JCv(of -» o)\o' E JC(Oq), o <E /C (0í) -4

r2 JCv(v" -» v)\v" e K(Vq),v 6 JC(Vt) -»

/CT(o-W)|o,o'G/C(C>í)

As we have just seen, we can obtain at the same time Av + AT, thus A

15.7 Conclusions

15.7.1 Linguistic aplicat ion: syntagmatic caterories

Traditional grammar and modern generative grammar establish a necessary

distinction among grammatical categories. They base on the syntactic concept

of word, which has been treated in 3.1.2.2. We are of the opinion that in order

to carry out a study of syntax from the molecular point of view, where syntactic

axiomatic units have already defined their supra-morphological aspect, it is

necessary a syntagmatic grammatical categorial classsification.

Genetics helps with its identification of the nucleotides and also of the parts

of the opérons, by means of the replaceability test, to do a focal categorial
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division. Both tests of polar transition and .transversion help to discriminate

and to define three primary syntagmatic categories.

« JC(S), to which all foci capable of accomplishing the function S belong.

• fC(V), to which all foci capable of accomplishing the function V belong.

« K(O), to which all foci capable of accomplishing the function O belong.

And a secondary syntagmatic category:

« JC(Z), which is defined as S n O and includes all those foci capable of

accomplishing functions S and O.

In spite of this, syntagmatic categories obtained by means of the polar tran-

sition test are unable to endure the focal transition among all the integrating

elements. So, it is necessary to introduce this horizontal criterion to establish

some focal subcategories within these polar oppositions. Therefore, the final

description for primary categories is the following:

• K(S}, within S:

- JC(S - d)

- K(S - sd]

JC(V), within V:

- K(Vt)

- /C(V0)
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JC(O), within O:

- JC(Or)

- K,(OL]

And for the secondary category:

« JC(X) within S n O

- JC(Z - d]

* K(Zq)

* JCÇLL)

— K,(X — ud]

* JC(Xq)

* JC(IL)

- JC(X -sd]

* JC(Iq)

* 1C(IL]

It can be represented by means of the graphic in the figures 15.1 and 15.2

15.7.2 Generative power

Mutations do not generate, in the sense of growing, but they form new strings

with the same structure. In general, to bring about a transition is quicker and

more productive than trying to obtain the same result by means of a splicing

rule that is analogous to it. From all methods with which we have experimented
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JC(Sud}

K(V)

JC(Vr)

K(Vq)

£(V0)

JC(Vt)

JC(0)

JC(Or]

K,(0q)

K(OL]

K(Of)

Figure 15.1: Primary categories and subcategories

JC(Z)

C JC(Sd)

C K(OL)

C JC(Oq)

C JC(Sud)

C JC(OL)

C K(Oq)

C K(Ssd)

C K(OL)

C K(Oq)

Figure 15.2: Secondary category and subcategories

in this thesis, splicing is the only one capable of generating analogous strings

to the ones obtained by means of substitutions, but in a much more complex

way.

On the other hand, focal transitions and transvertions are introduced as a

good generative method because, given a pattern, they make all the possible

adapting strings without altering their structure. It is to say, from a theoretical

point of view, point mutations allow to construct all sentences of a language

formed over the same pattern.

We say that transitions and transversions cover the whole domain of a

pattern (A}. We have defined this concept at the same time that we have

distinguished Av as the transversions domain, AT as the transitions domain
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and As, AU, AO as the set of transitions that can be carried out within the

domain of a unique variable in A.
Considering these tools, transformations of a string into another are almost

infinite.
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Chapter 16

Transposition and duplication

Transposition is a change of place of a sequence of variable length of nucleotides

within a DNA molecule, as it is explained in section 2.4.5.

Prom a genetical point of view, two types of transposition can be considered

according to the mechanism undertaken by sequences which move in order to

change of place:

• nonreplicative

« replicative

In nonreplicative transposition mobile elements just displace to a new posi-

tion within the chain, whereas in replicative transposition the fragments make

a copy of themselves before displacing in replicative transposition. These two

movements give rise to two types of computational operations respectively:

• nonreplicative transposition -> transposition

« replicative transposition —>• duplication - strict duplication

Strict duplication is a restricting way of duplication based on the same

mechanism.

The fragments of DNA that move can be of two types (see 2.4.5.3),

395
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« simple: formed by an only transposon

• composite: formed by two or more transposons

In replicative transposition (or duplication), both copies of transposons can

be located in the same direction or in inverse direction. If they are located

in the same direction and some kind of reorganization of DNA takes place, it

will cause the deletion of the fragment existing among them. When they are

found in inverse direction, any molecular reorganization causes the inversion

of this piece. Prom these two mechanisms that have been explained in 2.4.5.3,

deletion and inversion are formalized respectively.

We will only take into account replicative and nonreplicative transpositions

which correspond to transposition and duplication of evolutionary grammars.

In order to adapt ourselves to the most usual denomination and in order to

avoid confusions between the word "replicative" and "replication", from now

on we will refer to replicative transposition -whose mechanism is "copy and

paste"- as duplication, and we will refer to nonreplicative transposition -whose

mechanism is "cut and paste"- simply as transposition. All of the operations

can be carried out with simple transposons (foci or sequences of foci) or com-

posite (iterated foci or sequences of foci). As it can be shown, we consider

that the minimal length of a transposon is one. This fact, which seems a con-

cession, has an obvious justification: a focus does not correspond exactly to a

nucleotide, but to a gathering of nucleotides.

16.1 Formal differences between transposition

and duplication

Even though we have the same theoretical base and the same genetical referent,

from a linguistic point of view, the two computation methods with which we

are dealing now have some remarkable differences.
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16.1.1 Polarity - Focality

Syntactic transposition and duplication differ in:

• transposition (T) is a polar phenomenon,

• duplication (X>) is a focal phenomenon.

The essential idea is that in transposition simply takes place a change in the

precedence that affects the pattern. However, duplication is a focal movement

that leaves a blank where a ghost arises (copy of the disappeared element). A

graphical representation of both kinds of mutation can be the following:

s v o
S V O

S V 0

S V o

0 S V

O S V

s v y
S V o

16.1.2 Ghosts

Starting from the first distinction established, it is easily infered that ghosts

only arise in duplication. We are dealing with ghosts generated by disappear-

ance in only one string: replicative ghosts, /Y.

16.1.3 Elements of a ULPS with transpositive or du-
plicative power

Now, we should establish which elements can or cannot displace within a

ULPS. Since we are studying two kinds of different movements, we should

also talk about two different actors: those that act as transposons, and those

that act as duplicators. Each one of these capacities is defined in a particular

way in every language. Now, we will carry out a general description suitable

for Catalan:
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Polar classes that can be transposed:

(v
— The elements belonging to I | are not transposons. The others,

when moving, can leave them in marginal or displaced positions.

S
- The elements belonging to are transposons.

— The elements belonging to [ ) are transposons.

Focal sublcasses that can be duplicated:

- The elements belonging to /C(V) are not duplicators.

— The elements belonging to K,(O] are duplicators.

- The elements belonging to K,(S) cannot be qualified altogether as

duplicators or non duplicators. From all those three subcategories

of this classe, there are two of them capable of duplication with the

condition that N(s) — p. They are K,(S — ud], K,(S — d). Hence, in

order to pick up the restriction we create new subsets and we say

that the foci belonging to S capable of duplicating are JC(S — udp],

JC(S - dp}.

16.1.4 Linguistic referent

Transposition can help to explain the phenomena of change of order in the

disposition of elements in a basic string. In chapter 15 we have talked about

different organizations of variables within a pattern. We have classified the lan-

guages according to the strongest tendencies of each one depending on their

precedence. We have also pointed out we were dealing only with that, a ten-

dency. There are some languages, such as Catalan, that allow all the possible
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transpositions (some of them forced, of course) in a basic pattern. There-

fore, these languages have a very weak precedence. Some others do not allow

changes and, as a result, have a very strict precedence. So, we are in front of a

kind of rules that do not lead combinations to achieve new syntactic creations

but a descriptive phenomenon of the type of precedence of each language.

On the other hand, transposition can help to formalize the linguistic con-

cept of rhematization, whereas duplication leads to the study of thematization.

We will study both fenomena from a catalan point of view, this is to say, we

will explain rules for rhematization and thematization in catalan, but often

they will not be useful to explaining these syntactic movements in english.

We realize the enormous dispersion in bibliography and nomenclature that

exists about the concepts of rhematition, thematization and other related

movements in English. Therefore, we should clarify what we mean by us-

ing those two terms in Catalan's syntax, according to (Hernanz & Brucart,

1987).

« Rhematization:

— displacement of a phrase to a initial position.

« Thematization:

- displacement of a phrase to a marginal position (initial or final).

— appearance of a pronoun in substitution of the displaced element.

It is to these phenomena, and not to any other ones, which we denominate

rhematization and thematization.

16.2 Simple and composite transposons

In genetics, the concept of simple or composite transposen has an obvious

parallel to syntax. A composite transposen consists of two or more simple
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ones. Therefore, talking from a linguistic point of view, it is licit to establish

the following equivalence:

« a simple transposen is a focus u, or a group (uu')s¡0

9 a composite transposen is formed by a repeated focus or group of foci,

whenever it is fit any of the following structures:

- u
n un = un U /•n~1

- a \a = sn U /-71-1

- u \u = on U / •n~1

— sometimes and with restrictions w — on

Composite transposons, as we have mentioned in 2.4.5.3, can move all

together or separately. If they move all together, the whole structure is entirely

moved; if they move separately, then, an only element can be extracted taking

into account that an element of (uu')n equals (uu'), it is to say, not an only

focus, but a focal group.

We will see the mechanism to move these sequences all together or sepa-

rately in a specific way when handling transposition and duplication.

16.3 Transposition

It is defined in (Dassow & Pàun, 1998, p. 186) as:

T(w, v) is the set of all words z such as

w = w'vw" and z = w[vw'2w" or z — w'w^vw'í

for some words w', w", w{, w'2, w", w'{ with w{w'2 = w' and w"w% = w".
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Due to the fact that transposition is a polar movement, the notation used in

this definition can be considered suitable for syntax if we take into account that

to each string a variable is corresponded, it is to say, there are not truncated

poles. It would only be necessary to add: Vu 6 S U O.

16.3.1 Transposition rules

In order to see how is the supply of transposition processes, it is advisable to

work out some rules that formalize all possible movements of elements in basic

strings. We will do it taking into account:

• Foci capable of transposition, according to the previous description, are

s and o.

• Transposons can be displaced anywhere in the string.

These two features which we have just pointed to construct transposition

rules are obviuosly adjusted to Catalan. Catalan, in this sense, tends towards

the highest transposition. If we notice the conditions, they are maximal. The

first one is as wide as possible because if there are three elements to obtain all

marginal positions, then it is only needed to move two. On the other hand,

the insertion site is any of them within the string so, it cannot either enlarge

but only restrict. Because of this, the change of some condition causes the

decrease in the number of rules.

In this formalization, the mobile focus or transposen is denoted by T(u).

The place where the target sequence is found, where the the string will be

located after the changeais denoted by "::". Although in genetics the target is

a real physical site composed by a determined number of nucleotides, in these

rules it is only a way of pointing out the site of new location. Therefore, it does

not separate foci. In 1), for instance, vo are linked, and symbol "::" between

both foci only indicates where the transposen will be located, but it is not a
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physic entity.

1) sv :: o

2) svo ::

3) :: svo

4) :: svo

5) s :: vo

6) svo ::

T(s)

TM

T(o)

vso

vos

s\\vo

osv

sov

sv\\o

Symbol t] expresses that lateral elements s o have displaced even more to the

left and right respectively, leaving a space which is close to silence. We should

notice that we will not use the symbol "," in the examples throughout the whole

chapter. It is a ghost for us and it tries to reproduce tonal variants which have

not a place in this specific syntactic explanation. We offer in some examples

of this chapter two english versions. The former is word by word (sometimes

correct, sometimes wrong), and the latter is the normalized english version.

We do not use the symbol * in the word by word version.

Example 120
1) En Joan viu a Barcelona

John lives in Barcelona

Viu en Joan a Barcelona

Lives John in Barcelona

2) En Joan viu a Barcelona '-^4 Viu a Barcelona en Joan

John lives in Barcelona Lives in Barcelona John

lího lives in Barcelona is John'

3) En Joan viu a Barcelona —i En Joan \\ viu a Barcelona

John lives in Barcelona John t| lives in Barcelona

'Is John who lives in Barcelona'
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4) En Joan viu a Barcelona —i A Barcelona en Joan viu

John lives in Barcelona

5) En Joan viu a Barcelona

John lives in Barcelona

In Barcelona John lives

'In Barcelona that is where John

lives'

En Joan a Barcelona viu

John in Barcelona lives

6) En Joan viu a Barcelona —i En Joan viu \\ a Barcelona

John lives in Barcelona John lives [| in Barcelona

lihere John lives is in Barcelona'

16.3.2 Analysis of the rules results: rhematization

The possible rules of transposition show the variants of each allowed pattern in

a language. A part from this, one of the interesting consequences of transposi-

tion is the possibility of doing a formal approach to the rhematization, which

is what we will approach in this section.

When dealing with the concept of rhematization, it is usual to integrate

nonsyntactic aspects such as the intonation, something that unfortunately can-

not be taken into account here because they exceed the power of molecular

syntactic systems.

In catalan definition of rhematization includes, from a molecular syntactic

point of view, the following aspects:

1. There is a change in the order of poles of a basic string, an alteration of

the precedence in the pattern that has been formalized by means of the

rules that we find in 16.3.1

2. Ghosts do not arise because the whole pole is moved.

3. The movement is lateral left. It is to say, there is a pole that displaces

up to a marginal position on the left of the string. This condition limits
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the covering of transposition rules that may be useful when describing

rhematization. In short, only 3) and 4) correspond to this kind of dis-

placement.

4. The sequence sv is not allowed. This condition turns rhematization of o

into a complex process.

Depending on the moving pole, now we divide the rhematization in two

mechanisms that require different formulations:

• Simple processes.

— Rhematization of the focal site s:

* rhematization of s,

* rhematization of a.

« Complex processes.

— Rhematization of the focal site s:

* rhematization of s e a.

— Rhematization of the focal site o:

* rhematization of o,

* rhematization of ui,

* .rhematization of o 6 ou,

* rhematization of o 6 w.

16.3.3 Rhematization of the focal site s

16.3.3.1 Rhematization of s

Because it is a simple process, it only needs rule 3) in order to be carried out.
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L:: svo —-$• s\\vo

Let's remember that tj is not a ghost but a separator. It is neither a

piece strictly abstract but it reproduces a phenomenon that takes place when

speaking, a silence. At any rate, tj has got quite importance to break the

adjacency sv.

A good example is found in section 3 of example 120.

16.3.3.2 Rhematization of a

It works exactly the same as rhematization of s, as we can verify in the example

121.

Example 121

La Maria, la Joana i en Jordi van comprar un llibre ::avo —i- a\vo

Mary, Joan and George bought a book

La Maria la Joana i en Jordi t] van comprar un llibre

Mary, Joan and George \\ bought a book

'It was Mary, Joan and George tj who bought a book'

16.3.3.3 Rhematization of s € a

This is the only complex estraposition in focal sites. Taking into account that

a = sn U f-n~l, let's remake 3):
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[•}ffn~~l is a way to express that, when extracting, not deleting, an s in a, the

ghost does not necessarily disappears. Therefore, sometimes this ghost remains

close to group a. The brackets indicate the dispensability of this element.

The obtaining result contravenes condition [4], which does not allow the

sequence sv. Then a, is transposed to the right:

vo :: ,n-l

The whole movement can be observed in an example:

Example 122
La Maria, la Joana i en Jordi van comprar un llibre

::anvo ,-n-lVO

La Maria tj la Joana i en Jordi van comprar un llibre

Mary \\ Joan and George bought a book
Our i—n—in

La Maria tj va(n) comprar un llibre i la Joana i en Jordi

Mary \\ bought a book and Joan and George

'It was Mary t] who bought a book with Joan and George'

16.3.3.4 Rhematization of o

It is a complex process that needs two rules to save the condition [4], which

avoids that the sequence sv exists in a resultant focalized string. One starts

from rule 4), but immediately after it is necessary to apply 2). Therefore, this

folcalization consists of two steps:

• transposition of o to the left end,

• transposition of s to the right end.
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i \ r(°\1) :: svo —^-4 osv

n\ r(s)2) osv ::—-t ovs

La Maria va comprar un llibre :: svo —t osv

Example 123
La Maria va <

Mary bought a book

Un llibre la Maria va comprar osv ;:—ï ovs

A book bought Mary

Un llibre va comprar la Maria

'It was a book that Mary bought '

16.3.3.5 Rhematization u

It works exactly the same way as rhematization of o. The next two steps are

followed, together with rules 4) and 2):

i A1) :: svu

2) ujsv ::—4 uvs

Example 124
Els nois van comprar un llapis, un cotxe i un ordinador

The boys bought a pen, a car and a computer

:: svu —i uisv

Una llapis, un cotxe i un ordinador els nois van comprar

A pen, a car and a computer the boys bought
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T(s]
uisv :: —-$•

Un llapis, un cotxe i un ordinador van comprar els nois

A pen, a car and a computer bought the boys

'It was a pen, a car and a computer that the boys bought'

16.3.3.6 Rhematization of o e w

Let's remember that u = on U /•n~1 and that the superscript in u indicates

the number of consisting foci o.

The process is complex because firstly o e a; moves to the right by means of

rule 4) and later, by means of rule 2), [·]üjn~1 is displaced immediately behind

v, and not to the right end of the string.

2) osv::

Example 125
The nois van comprar un llapis, un cotxe i un ordinadr

The boys bought a pen, a car and a computer

Un llapis els nois van comprar [i] un cotxe i un ordinador

A pen the boys bought [and] a car and a computer
T(S) r T Iosv :: u —^ ovs[-\un l

Un llapis van comprar els nois [i] un cotxe i un ordinador

A pen bought the boys [and] a car and a computer

'It was a pen that the boys bought and a car and a computer'

16.3.3.7 Rhematization o en w

We start from a string x — svw where w = oqotOL, therefore x = svoqotOL-
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We try out, for instance, rhematization .of ot following the same steps as

we have done up to now. Since constituents of w do not have the same level,

we unfold the structure.

i \1) :: svoqotoL —ï otsvoqoL

o\ T(s)2) otsv :: oqoL -^4 otvsoqoL

Example, 126
Els avis van comprar una joguina al nen el dimarts passat

The grandparents bought a toy to the child last tuesday
TM

:: svoqotoL —-4 otsvoqoL

A la nena els avis van comprar una joguina el dimarts passat

To the child the grandparents bought a toy last tuesday
TM

OtSV r. OgOL f OtVSOqOL

A la nena van comprar els avis una joguina el dimarts passat

To the child bought the grandparents a toy last tuesday

'It was to the child that the grandparents bought a toy

last tuesday'

Foci belonging to w may be rhematized one by one in the desired order

by placing them as closest to the left as possible. For instance, we can follow

the process started on the example 126 up to complete the transposition of all

constituents of w.

A complete sequence is:
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* N T(ot)1) :: svoqotoL —ï otsvogoL

2) otsv :: ogoL

3) :: otvsoqOL

4) :: otvsOgOL

OtVSOqOL

oLoqotvs

If all of the elements of w are rhematized one by one, we can actually talk

about a rhematization of w. An example of the whole movement is:

Example 127
Els avis van comprar una joguina al nen el dimarts passat

The grandparents bought a toy to the child last tuesday

Al nen els avis van comprar una joguina el dimarts passat

To the child the gradparents bought a toy last tuesday
T(8\

OtSV :: OgOL - ? OtVSOqOL

A la nena van comprar els avis una joguina el dimarts passat

To the child bought the grandparents a toy last tuesday
T(o«)

:: otsvoqoL -^4 ogotvsoL

Una joguina a la nena van comprar els avis el dimarts passat

A toy to the child bought the grandparents last tuesday
T(oi):: oqotsvoL .-^-4 OLOqotvs

El dimarts passat una joguina a la nena van comprar els avis

Last tuesday a toy to the child bought the grandparents

'It was last tuesday that a toy to the child the grandparents

bought '
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16.4 Duplication

16.4.1 Definition of duplication and strict duplication

Duplication (D] is defined by (Dassow & Pâun, 1998, p. 186) in the following

way:

T>(w, v] is the set of all words z such that

w — w'vw" and z = w^vw^vw" or z = w'vwïvw^

The same authors define strict duplication (Ds}:

Vs (w, v) is the set of all words z such that

w = w'vw" and z = w'vvw"

Since we understand duplication as a focal movement, then we must refor-

mulate the definition as follows:

T>(o) is the set of all words Z in a way that

. s v o \ , „ f o s v Y .
X = and Z = or

S V O I \ S V O

_ . s o v Y

~ " S V O

Whereas strict duplication must be defined as:

T)s(o) is the set of all words Z in a way that
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X =
s v o

S V O
and

According to this description, strict duplication is a variant of duplication

in which the focus moves close to the copy that occupies its original position.

We will not carry out more theoretical differences but there are some rules,

which are clearly an example of strict duplication, that we will mark with their

superscript.

16.4.2 Replicative ghosts

Replicative ghosts (/Y), which are in charge of making a copy of an element

that disappears or moves its place, have some very specific features with respect

to the rest of ghosts and their genetic referent:

• They do not copy foci, but all their values PNG, I E I or some of them.

Therefore, it seems that it is not so important to know which one is

the specific vanished focus but in which syntagmatic category it must

be classified and which are its relations with the other ghosts within the

string. /Y is not the only type of ghosts that may have these variables,

because / ~ also changes depending on the function of the phrase that

replaces.

9 They adhere to v. They are not adjacent but adhered. In that way, they

are integrated in v and sometimes they arise at the front and sometimes

behind. That is the reason why, when introducing it as an amalgam with
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